Our Treatments

Welcome to
Hotel Son Julia

Healing Touch
“Every person is unique in his or her being.
Our body is the form and the expression
of this being and should be touched and
treated with great mindfulness.”

This is our philosophy
From the first minute, we let ourselves
be guided by intuition, the knowledge
of human nature and many years of
experience, to meet the particular needs
of our clients and adjust each treatment
individually.
Our aim is to turn every session into a
unique experience and make you feel
comfortable all round.
My team and I are looking forward to
meeting you.

Our Treatments

The Classics:
Partial Back massage
Swedish Full Body Massage

30 minutes / 55 €
60 / 90 minutes / 95 € / 135 €

Sports Massage incl. stretching and mobilization techniques

60 minutes / 95 €

Fascia Massage Massage derived from Osteopathy

60 minutes / 95 €

Foot reflexology Massage

60 minutes / 95 €

Cosmetic Face Care incl. peeling, mask and massage

60 minutes / 95 €

Something Special:
Yin Yang Balance Massage for Him and Her
Various massage techniques, harmonising energy work and aromatherapy are tailored to
your specific needs to stimulate the body to such an extent that it restores its own balance.
Depending on the perception of what is needed, precious stones and Bach Flower Essences
are used in the treatment.
90 minutes / 150 €

Energetic Foot Reflexology Massage
This is a special technique that stimulates the peripheral nerve endings in the feet and
transmits the impulse to the corresponding organ in the body. The self-healing powers are
accelerated and the functional and emotional equilibrium is restored. Depending on the
perception of what is needed, precious stones and Bach Flowers Essences are used in the
treatment.
60 minutes / 105 €

Tao Belly-Massage - Detox
Tao Belly Massage is an energy massage of the internal organs. This therapeutic massage
releases blockages in the abdomen and promotes the free flow of energy throughout the
body.
60 minutes / 95 €

Mediterranean Ritual
Full body scrub with sea salt and plants extracts and a wellness-massage with aroma-oil.		
75 minutes / 120 €

Metamorphic Foot Massage
The main purpose of this massage is to relieve possible traumas that have accumulated
in the cell memory from the time of conception to the time of birth. The Metamorphic
Massage is as much a caress to the soul as it is an invitation to strip old burdens and give
way to the possibility of redefining yourself.
60 minutes / 95 €

Ayurveda Abhyanga Massage
Soothing warm aromatic oils sweep you away into the exotic world of the orient. Gentle
harmonious strokes transport the body into a unique state of deep relaxation. At the same
time the special active ingredients of the oils and the specific massage techniques gently
stimulate and detoxify the lymphatic system.
75 minutes / 120 €

Shiatsu Treatment
This Eastern healing and regeneration method has been around for over 4,000 years
and works the whole body through the meridians (energy tracks). This treatment works
the Yin and Yang energies through acupressure and stretching techniques. Shiatsu has a
soothing, relieving and relaxing effect on the entire organism. Please wear comfortable
clothes.
60 minutes / 95 €
All prices include VAT.

Please book your treatments well in advance to reserve your preferred date.
To cancel your appointment please give a notice of at least 5 hours in advance.
No show to appointments will be charged the full amount.
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